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Welton Cemetery Meeting
April 7, 2010
Ms. Kimpton called the meeting to order at 4:02 PM.
Roll Call: Marcianne Kimpton-present, Newell Beaumier-present, Charles
Boehnlein-present
Visitors: Marty Motil, Chris Paquette
Mr. Boehnlein made a motion to approve the October 21, 2009 meeting
minutes and Mr. Beaumier seconded. By voice vote, all board members
agreed.
Mr. Motil will install the benches behind the Ford Mausoleum and in front
of the Veterans Memorial as soon as the Street Department gets a chance.
Mr. Boehnlein suggested placing the bench behind the Mausoleum at a 45
degree angle so you can overlook the Cemetery. The Board agreed.
Ms. Dahlhausen called Allways Flashers for sign quote to be placed above
the Goodwin Ave sign on the corner of the street at North Cheshire Street.
The Board would like a white sign with green lettering that says Cemetery
with an arrow pointing east.
Mr. Motil will jet the drains sometime this spring to see if they are clogged
or need replaced. The Board will discuss the issue further once they know
what is wrong with them.
Mr. Motil will purchase some stone for the drive at the Cemetery this year. It
was suggested to contact people trying to receive community service credits
to help rake the stone on the grass from the snow plow. The Board discussed
chip and sealing the drive in the future.
Ms. Dahlhausen reported that 6 lots have been sold so far this year and there
have been two full burials. We had an indigent in January but we were
waiting for the weather to break before the burial. Now that the snow is gone
Ms. Dahlhausen will plan the burial when Gingerich Excavating is out for
another burial at Welton Cemetery so they don’t have to come out twice. Ms.
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Dahlhausen also reported that Stonehugger Restoration will be coming late
summer to work at Welton Cemetery.
The Board reviewed the 2010 budget and Capital Improvement Plan. It was
decided that they would hold off on the front fence until further notice.

Mr. Boehnlein made a motion to adjourn and Mr. Beaumier seconded. The
Welton Cemetery meeting adjourned at 5:15 PM.

Board President

Cemetery Clerk
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